
THE HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF RAP MUSIC IN THE US

One can not study American rap music without studying what is known as the 'Hip to point to the Bronx in New York City
as the origin for the 'Hip Hop' culture.

Emceeing is the rhythmic spoken delivery of rhymes and wordplay, delivered at first without accompaniment
and later done over a beat. At the same time, hip hop continued to be assimilated into other genres of popular
music, examples being neo soul e. Beat productions were denser, raps faster, and sampling technology
skyrocketed. MCs would also tell jokes and use their energetic language and enthusiasm to rev up the crowd.
At the same time, hip hop music was also a backlash against certain subgenres of late s disco. What are the
elements of rap? By the early s, all the major elements and techniques of the hip hop genre were in place. Rap
was the story of the ghetto life and the anthem of gangsters, which prevented hip-hop from joining pop and
rock in the mainstream. It is hard to pinpoint the exact musical influences that most affected the sound and
culture of early hip hop because of the multicultural nature of New York City. Hip-hop hits mainstream From
there, the Bronx sensation known as hip-hop was unstoppable. This spoken style was influenced by the
African American style of "capping", a performance where men tried to outdo each other in originality of their
language and tried to gain the favor of the listeners. It is believed that Cowboy created the term while teasing a
friend who had just joined the U. Campbell's announcements and exhortations to dancers would lead to the
syncopated, rhymed spoken accompaniment now known as rapping. MC Hammer became one of the most
successful rappers of the early nineties and one of the first household names in the genre. The United States
also saw the success of regional styles such as crunk e. This allowed the filtration and layering different hits,
and with a possibility of re-sequencing them into a single piece. Hip hop music was both influenced by disco
music , as disco also emphasized the key role of the DJ in creating tracks and mixes for dancers. These rappers
came from economically depressed areas in Los Angeles and Oakland and their lyrics often were a reflection
of their personal experiences. Due to the positive reception, DJs began isolating the percussive breaks of
popular songs. Some rappers eventually became mainstream pop performers. The third generation of Turkish
immigrants, in particular, all born in Germany by this point, struggled with employment opportunities because
many of their parents did not finish school. The Beastie Boys continued their success throughout the decade
crossing color lines and gaining respect from many different artists. Hiphop is something you live" - KRS One
"The truth is you do not know what is going to happen tomorrow. Billboard Hot â€”the song itself is usually
considered new wave and fuses heavy pop music elements, but there is an extended rap by Harry near the end.


